L/LV/LM/LMV-Series
Model L/LV9070, L/LV9076, L/LV9080, L/LV9080EL/EU, L9465

Door Type: Wood or composite, flat or beveled
Trim: Escutcheon

This template should not be used for HSLR trim. Use template L965 for HSLR trim.

For Case and Strike dimensions, see Template L1
Refer to Template L1 for information to prepare the door for wire routing

Left Hand (LH) Door Shown

* Centerline of Armor Front to Centerline of Latch dimension
** Additional preparation for L283-721, L283-722, L283-723, L283-724

Dimensions shown in parentheses () are in millimeters.
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DRAWING IS NOT TO SCALE!
Customer service: 877-671-7011
We can help you find the correct guide for your product and application!